OPEN ACCESS, PRINT SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT & PROMOTIONS

Jats Tech - A Service provider for jats XML epubs/ebooks, online publication and crossref
OUR INTRODUCTION

A non-profit company, specially made for produces accurate JATS XML 1.0 and 1.1 for those publishers who want complete and high level International standard JATS XML tagging according to Pub Med Central worldwide. We know the ethics of publication, so we treat these content's conversions according to the publication format.

OUR MISSION - is to provide a complete solution from submission to distribution that serves the needs of researchers, libraries, scholarly societies, and government facilities worldwide. We pride ourselves on providing English, Korean, French and Chinese editing and electronic publishing services.

CURRENTLY WE ARE OFFERING ALL FULL-TEXT CONVERSIONS AT 1.5 USD. PER PAGE WITH ALL MATERIAL

www.jatstech.org
OUR CORE VALUES

1. JATS specialist and library science handle the operations.
2. Totally work according to JATS PMC format.
3. 99.99 percent accuracy.
4. Tables, Images and Equations are on standard format.
5. Free Cross Ref services with retrieve Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for journal articles, books, and chapters.
6. Free 15 article samples JATS XML for satisfaction and checking.
7. Lowest service charges with no hidden additional amount.

OUR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Book Interchange Tag Suit (BITS) Version 1.0
PUBLISH ABSTRACTS & FULL-TEXT ARTICLES

JATS TECH is invited to authors and publishers to be a part with JATS TECH for publication with us
JATS TECH is encouraged to publish your articles on abstract level or full-text level on JATS TECH Publication page which is specially designed for Publishers and Authors to publish their articles. On abstract level, Journal metadata, Article metadata and References are covered. On full-text level, Journal metadata, Article metadata, Body matter with Images, Tables, Equations and all textual material and References with retrieve digital object identifiers (DOIs), PMids and PMCids are covered. Our Publication page link: [http://jatstech.org/publication.html](http://jatstech.org/publication.html)

Charges are mention below:

1. For Abstract level, no cost charge
   (Including References and Publisher full-text link)

2. For Full-text level, 0.99 US $ per page
   (Including all material)
CROSSREF SERVICES

All Crossref Services are offered in 0.20 US $ per article.
1. On 1,000 articles project, 100 article conversion is free and remaining 900 articles charges will be remain same as 1.50 US $ per page.

2. From 1001 to 2,500 articles project, 250 article conversion is free and remaining articles charges will be reduce to 1.20 US $ per page.

3. From 2,501 to 5,000 article project, 320 article conversion is free and remaining articles charges will be reduce to 1.05 US $ per page.

4. From 5001 to 10,000 article project, 450 article conversion is free and remaining articles charges will be reduce to 0.99 US $ per page.

www.jatstech.org
ADVERTISE WITH US

CONNECT THROUGH CONTENT TARGET YOUR AUDIENCE

GLOBAL REACH 1M Monthly Unique Visitors to JATS TECH website

Advertise with us at:
- BANNER TYPES AND SIZES
- LEADERBOARD (728 X 90)
- SKYSCRAPER (160 X 600)

From general practitioners to specialists, healthcare professionals, publishers go to JATS TECH for trusted information published in our website for JATS XML, BITS1.0, Crossref and Publishing.

www.jatstech.org
JATS TECH’s WEBSITE VISITORS
AROUND THE WORLD

- **Europe**: 25%
- **US & Canada**: 32%
- **Asia Pacific**: 33%
- **Rest of the World**: 10%
CONTACT US

Production Department:

Suit # 37, Mezzanine Floor, P.O Box 75270
Decent Garden, University Road, Karachi,
Pakistan

Email: president@jatstech.org

For Marketing & Advertising
Trials: To request a free quote and samples, email at
For any query & information, email at

: marketing@jatstech.org
: info@jatstech.org
: support@jatstech.org